ENGLISH TEACHING IN AUSTRALIA AND THE UNITED STATES: SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES By Ken Watson
American teachers of English who have had the opportunity to work in Australia generally seem to find little difficulty in adjusting to the new situation; likewise, the somewhat smaller numbers of Australians who corne to teach in American schools soon discover that the similarities far outweigh the differences. Our common methods and purposes derive in part from a joint allegiance to the personal growth model put forward at the Dartmouth Seminar in 1966, and in part from the impact that certain American educators have had on Australian education, particularly in the areas of writing and reading.
In the teaching of writing, Donald Graves of the University of New
Hampshire has been particularly influential; indeed, one can say that over the last half dozen years the process-conference approach to writing has become dominant in all States. A second factor, it seems to me, is that at the high school level writing instruction is less formulaic. had never heard, until I came to the USA, of the five-paragraph theme or, outside a university context, of the research paper. Very few Australian teachers these days trouble their students with the concept of the topic sentence.
(Richard Braddock's American research on the relative infrequency of topic sentences in expository prose has been taken to heart.) Young writers in Australia, then, may well feel freer to experiment than do their American counterparts. should add, however, that that incubus on the pillows of teachers and students in most Australian States, the Higher School Certificate Examination, which is taken at the end of Grade 12, provides a powerful incentive to students to improve essay-writing techniques, since essay answers are required in all humanities subjects. This is perhaps the one benefit coming from that examination, which in all other respects exerts a malign influence on the curriculum in the senior high school years.
In the area of reading. the American influence on Australian education has been less dramatic but nonetheless pervasive. At the primary level. the whole-language approach to reading advocated by Ken and Yetta Goodman is taking hold as teachers become more and more There seems, however, to be a marked divergence of appl'08ch when it comes to the teaching of literature in Grades 10, II and 12. Most
Australian teachers working at these levels retain a commitment to reader-response theory and to the personal growth model of English.
This means that they try to select works of literature that can be linked in some way to the students' own experience. The relevance that is sought is not a superficial one: it is relevance to the students' deepest concerns as human beings. To quote John Dixon,
If an interest in literature is to inform and modify our encounter with life itself, the teacher must bring into a vivid relationship life as it enacted and life as it is represented.
In contrast, if one may judge from the various curriculum guides that have looked at, it seems that at these levels American teachers are being imagine that the rationale for such survey courses has sprung from the "melting pot" philosophy of the nineteenth century, that such courses are seen as providing a necessary common core of cultural experience for everyone. Australia. which is, after Israel, the most multicultural nation on earth today, faces in the 20th century similar problems to those faced by America when migrants flocked here in the late 19th century. Our solution is, however, quite different. We have, with some regret. concluded that the notion of a common culture is an illusion symptomatic of a y:earning to return to some earlier, simpler life. Thus, while we see English as the national language and while we make some gestures towards the cultural heritage model by trying to ensure that all students encounter some Australian literature and that most encounter Shakespeare, we are seeking to celebrate rather than to suppress the diverse cultures that make up present-day Australia. We found then, as I have found here since, that the issues on which we are united are of far greater significance than those which divide us.
Long may this continue!
